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Abstract
The main aim of this research was to test if fractional-order differential equation
models could give better fits than integer-order models to continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) data from subjects with type 1 diabetes. In this research, real
continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) data was analyzed by three mathematical
models, namely, a deterministic first-order differential equation model, a stochastic
first-order differential equation model with Brownian motion, and a deterministic
fractional-order model. CGM data was analyzed to find optimal values of parameters
by using ordinary least squares fitting or maximum likelihood estimation using a
kernel-density approximation. Matlab and R programs have been developed for each
model to find optimal values of the parameters to fit observed data and to test the
usefulness of each model. The fractional-order model giving the best fit has been
estimated for each subject. Although our results show that fractional-order models
can give better fits to the data than integer-order models in some cases, it is clear that
the models need further improvement before they can give satisfactory fits.

Keywords: type 1 diabetes; CGM data; fractional differential equation; Brownian
motion; R programs

1 Introduction
Insulin and glucagon are hormones that are produced in the pancreas and which con-
trol the level of glucose in the blood (see, e.g., [–]). If blood glucose is high, the pan-
creas secretes insulin into the bloodstream to decrease glucose level. If blood glucose is
low, glucagon stimulates breakdown of glycogen and synthesis of glucose from circulating
precursors to increase glucose level. A model of the insulin-glucose system is shown in
Figure .

Diabetes Mellitus, or diabetes, is a disease which occurs when there is a malfunction in
the insulin-glucose system.

There are two main types of diabetes [], type  and type . Type  is sometimes known
as insulin-dependent diabetes. In this type, the pancreas does not produce insulin. It is
thought to be an auto-immune disease in which the immune system attacks the cells of
the pancreas. Patients will need to take insulin injections throughout their life to control
blood glucose level.

Type  is sometimes called non-insulin-dependent or adult-onset diabetes. In this type,
the pancreas either produces insufficient insulin with respect to the heightened demands
of relatively insulin-resistant peripheral tissues or the cells of the body do not react to
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Figure 1 A model of the insulin-glucose
system [1].

Figure 2 Examples of a CGM device [5].

insulin. This type normally occurs in older people and is more common in people who are
overweight and physically inactive.

In this paper, we concentrate on type  diabetes. People with type  diabetes can wear
a continuous glucose monitor (CGM) [] as shown in Figure  to help them control their
glucose level. However, it is also recommended that they check the accuracy of the CGM
measurements with a finger-stick test (see, e.g., []). A CGM [] is a device that measures
blood glucose levels every  minutes. The glucose sensor has a tiny needle to measure
glucose levels in tissue fluid, and the information is then sent to the monitoring device.
If glucose levels are abnormal, it will give an alarm to the wearer. The CGM can also be
combined with an insulin pump that will inject insulin if the glucose levels become too
high. An example of observed CGM data for a subject with type  diabetes is shown in
Figure .

A survey of the successes, challenges and opportunities of CGM has recently been given
by Rodbard [, ] (see also Khatri []). Among the problems mentioned by Rodbard for
CGM are the errors in CGM measurements of approximately ±% and day-to-day vari-
ability in glycemic patterns of individuals. As a result of these types of problems, mathe-
matical modeling of CGM data has proved to be very difficult. As far as the present authors
are aware, there have been no satisfactory mathematical models of the changes in glucose
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Figure 3 Example of observed CGM data [5].

level of people with type  diabetes, and there have been no previous attempts to develop
fractional-order models.

In this paper, we consider observed CGM data for six subjects and analyze the data with
three different mathematical models using R and Matlab programs to find optimal values
of the model parameters to fit the observed data. The three models are: () a determinis-
tic first-order differential equation model, () a stochastic first-order differential equation
model, and () a fractional-order deterministic differential equation model. For these three
models, we show that best fits are obtained from a fractional-order model with fractional
orders in the range . to ..

2 First-order differential equation models
2.1 Deterministic model
For the purpose of this model, we consider that insulinemia (insulin in the blood) is con-
stant.

dG =
(
kGX – kXGG(t)

)
dt, G() = Gb, ()

where G(t) (mM) is a state variable of glucose concentration in the blood at time t, kXG

(min–) is a constant rate of glucose elimination from the blood into the external environ-
ment, represented by X. kGX (mM/min) is a constant rate of glucose entering the blood
from the external environment. Gb is basal glycemia (resting glycemia). The solution of
equation () is as follows:

G(t) = G∗ +
(
Gb – G∗)e–kXG(t–t), G∗ =

kGX

kXG
. ()

G∗ is the steady-state solution and G(t) = Gb, where Gb is called the basal glucose level.
The parameters to be estimated are the basal glycemia Gb and the rate constants kGX

and kXG. The parameter θT = [Gb, kGX , kXG] can be obtained by optimization, minimizing
the ordinary least squares (OLS) loss [].

l(θ ) =
N∑

i=

(
Gi – Ĝi(θ )

), ()
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where Ĝi(θ ) = Ĝ(ti, θ ) is obtained either from the exact solution in equation () or by
numerical integration of equation (), e.g., with an Euler or fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method (RK).

2.2 Stochastic model
We can also modify model () by introducing a stochastic component with fixed volatility
σG, representing on the one hand variable food intake, and on the other, variable glucose
consumption due to activity, like exercise etc. We consider a Wiener process (Brownian
motion) for the stochastic term.

dG = (kGX – kXGG) dt + σG dW , G() = Gb, ()

where the parameter estimation is for θT = [Gb, kGX , kXG,σG]. The stochastic term σGdW
represents the differential of a scaled Wiener process (see, e.g., []).

The model can be integrated by the Euler-Maruyama method []: let {t, t, . . . , tn} be a
sequence of times at which the numerically integrated solution is desired, then

Ĝ(t) = G() = Gb,

Ĝ(ti) = Ĝ(ti–) + f̂ (ti–)�(ti) + σGzi,

f̂ (ti–) = kGX – kXGĜ(ti–), �(ti) = ti – ti–, zi ∼N
(
,�(ti)

)
,

()

where N (μ,σ ) is the normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ .
Parameter estimation can be carried out either by ordinary least squares or by Marko-

vian maximum likelihood (MLE) [] approximated by kernel density estimation (KDE)
[], maximizing with respect to the following quantity:

l̃(θ ) =
n∑

i=

l̃i(θ ), with l̃i(θ ) = p̃i(Gi|θ ),

p̃i(x|θ ) =

n

n∑

j=


h
√

π
e– 

 (
x–Ĝj

i
h )

, h = .σG
√n, n = ,

()

and where

Ĝj
i = Ĝj(ti) = Ĝj(ti–) + f̂ j(ti–)�(ti) + σGzj

i,

as given in equation ().
Notice that to every realization j of zj

i, there corresponds a different Ĝj
i, j = , , . . . , n.

2.3 Results of fitting first-order models
We have written R programs to test the first-order deterministic and stochastic models.
We have found the following:

.. First-order deterministic model
. The fit using ordinary least-squares gives a constant value for G(t) and an estimate

for the ratio of parameter values kGX
kXG

and not separate values for kGX and kXG, i.e., it
gives the steady-state solution of equation ().
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. This model does not give a good fit to the data.

.. First-order stochastic model
. For numerical stability, numerical solution using the Euler-Maruyama method

requires a step size that is much smaller than the time ( minutes) between
measurements in the CGM data.

. The choice of step size in the Brownian motion term causes problems. If the step size
between CGM measurements ( minutes) is used in the Euler-Maruyama method,
the solution is unstable. If the step size for stability of the Euler-Maruyama method is
used, then the Brownian motion term is very small.

. The fit using the KDE approximation method gives very small values for the variation
parameter σG and fits close to the deterministic model.

. The first-order models do not give a good fit to the CGM data. However, they have
been useful for developing R-programs and testing some of the algorithms to be used
in the stochastic fractional differential equation models.

3 Fractional differential equation models
Because the first-order models do not fit the data, we look at higher-order models. To
obtain the observed periodic behavior, our aim is to consider, in general, both deter-
ministic and stochastic models with fractional orders in the range from approximately
. to , with the fractional order chosen by fitting the CGM data. However, in this pa-
per we will describe and give detailed results only for the deterministic fractional-order
model.

3.1 Deterministic model
For α ∈ R, we consider the deterministic fractional differential equation with the Caputo
fractional derivative [, ],

Dα
t G = f

(
t, G(t)

)
dtα =

(
kGX – kXGG(t)

)
dtα , ()

with the initial conditions

dkG
dtk

∣∣
∣∣
t

= G(k)
 , k = , , . . . , m –  = �α�,

where Dα
t G is a Caputo fractional derivative of order α, �α� is the maximum integer less

than or equal to α, and G(k) indicates the kth time derivative of G(t), k ∈N, i.e.,

G() = G(t), G(k) =
dkG(t)

dtk , k = , , . . . , m – .

To obtain an interpretation of the Caputo differential equation that can be used to compute
solutions and in order to prove that the stated initial conditions are correct, it is neces-
sary to convert the differential equation () into an integral equation form. Following the
methods of previous authors (see, e.g., [, ]), we have converted equation () into the
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Volterra integral equation ().

G(t) =

(m–∑

k=

G(k)


(t – t)k

k!

)

+


�(α)

∫ t

t

(t – u)α–f
(
u, G(u)

)
du, ()

where �(α) is the gamma function of order α. In our calculations, we have considered
values of the fractional order α in the range  < α ≤ . For  < α ≤ , the initial conditions
required to uniquely specify the solution are the initial glucose level G()

 and the initial
value of the first derivative G()(). For  < α ≤ , the initial value of the second derivative
G()() is also required to uniquely specify the solution.

3.2 Numerical solution of deterministic model
In general, it is necessary to use numerical methods to solve equation (). We use the
one-step Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector method (see, e.g., [–]) for numerical
integration of ().

Let t, t, . . . , tN be an equispaced partition of the desired time interval, (tn – tn–) ≡ h =
(tN –t)

N , then define the coefficients for the predictor method as

bj,n+ =
hα

α

[
(n +  – j)α – (n – j)α

]
, ()

and the coefficients for the corrector method as

aj,n+ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

nα+ – (n – α)(n + )α if j = ,

(n – j + )α+ + (n – j)α+ – (n – j + )α+ if  ≤ j ≤ n,

 if j = n + .

()

Note: The predictor coefficients are obtained by approximating the integral in () over
time step [tj, tj+] by

∫ tj+

tj

(t – u)α–f
(
u, G(u)

)
du ≈ f

(
tj, G(tj)

)∫ tj+

tj

(t – u)α– du

=
f (tj, G(tj))

α

(
(t – tj)α – (t – tj+)α

)
.

The corrector coefficients are obtained by using the approximation

∫ tj+

tj

(t – u)α–f
(
u, G(u)

)
du ≈ 


(
f
(
tj, G(tj)

)
+ f

(
tj+, G(tj+)

))∫ tj+

tj

(t – u)α– du.

Using the predictor coefficients in (), we obtain the predictor formula

GP(tn+) =
m–∑

k=

(tn+ – t)k

k!
G(k)

 +


�(α)

n∑

j=

bj,n+f
(
tj, G(tj)

)
, ()

with G(tj) the numerically computed value of G at a previous time point tj. Using the
corrector coefficients in (), we obtain the corrector formula with the initial guess from
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the predictor formula of G(tn+) = GP(tn+) in the form

G(tn+) =
m–∑

k=

(tn+ – t)k

k!
G(k)

 +
hα

�(α + )

n∑

j=

aj,n+f
(
tj, G(tj)

)

+
hα

�(α + )
f
(
tn+, GP(tn+)

)
. ()

We used least squares to find the best fits for a range of values of the fractional order α in
the range . to  for the parameters kGX , kXG, G(), G′() and for the range  < α ≤  for
the parameters kGX , kXG, G(), G′() and G′′(). The results for each subject are shown in
Tables -. Plots showing the best fit for each subject are shown in Figures -.

Table 1 Best least squares fits for fractional alpha model for subject 1 CGM data

Alpha
value

Best parameters Best least
squares errorskGX kXG G(0) G′(0) G′′(0)

3.0 9.015e–06 1.106e–06 6.217 1.993e–02 –2.063e–04 81.86
2.9 1.536e–05 1.876e–06 6.37 1.798e–02 –2.039e–04 78.32
2.75 3.191e–05 3.862e–06 6.489 1.575e–02 –2.054e–04 73.442
2.5 1.008e–04 1.196e–05 6.881 9.923e–03 –1.811e–04 69.365
2.25 2.835e–04 3.344e–05 7.528 7.161e–04 –1.079e–04 92.639
2.1 4.156e–04 5.964e–05 7.902 –8.863e–03 1.09e–04 151.67
2.05 1.625e–04 8.396e–05 7.527 –1.137e–02 5.925e–04 182.74
2 7.234e–04 9.178e–05 7.291 –9.791e–03 - 233.68
1.9 1.057e–03 1.345e–04 6.703 –6.81e–03 - 320.09

Table 2 Best least squares fits for fractional alpha model for subject 2 CGM data

Alpha
value

Best parameters Best least
squares errorskGX kXG G(0) G′(0) G′′(0)

3.0 1.728e–06 2.367e–07 11.589 –2.6e–02 1.6e–04 1,401.26
2.9 2.829e–06 3.96e–07 11.573 –2.492e–02 1.646e–04 1,371.9
2.75 5.88e–06 8.587e–07 11.421 –2.2e–02 1.7e–04 1,325.4
2.5 1.921e–05 3.146e–06 11.073 –1.67e–02 1.8695e–04 1,236.7
2.25 5.779e–05 1.197e–05 10.142 –5.549e–03 2.137e–04 1,118.7
2.1 8.789e–05 2.707e–05 9.109 5.752e–03 2.552e–04 1,037.7
2.05 6.398e–05 3.55e–05 8.672 1.06e–02 3.078e–04 1,015.6
2.0 3.643e–04 4.624e–05 8.041 1.73e–02 - 1,002.4
1.9 6.166e–04 7.927e–05 7.863 2.355e–02 - 1,026.5

Table 3 Best least squares fits for fractional alpha model for subject 3 CGM data

Alpha
value

Best parameters Best least
squares errorskGX kXG G(0) G′(0) G′′(0)

2.9 8.749e–05 9.829e–06 9.456 –9.752e–03 1.953e–04 1,229.9
2.75 1.146e–04 1.261e–05 7.976 1.522e–02 –3.032e–04 1,226.3
2.5 7.556e–05 8.636e–06 9.735 –5.41e–03 9.19e–05 1,168.6
2.25 2.029e–04 2.518e–05 9.58 –2.4e–03 1.421e–04 1,037.7
2.1 3.31e–04 4.973e–05 8.958 4.891e–03 2.303e–04 858.55
2.05 3.04e–04 6.275e–05 8.588 9.158e–03 3.609e–04 778.781
2.0 6.922e–04 7.851e–05 7.832 1.749e–02 - 699.4
1.9 1.096e–03 1.279e–04 7.036 2.87e–02 - 559.34
1.8 1.758e–03 2.133e–04 6.196 4.012e–02 - 506.91
1.7 2.89e–03 3.662e–04 5.392 5.036e–02 - 529.36
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Table 4 Best least squares fits for fractional alpha model for subject 4 CGM data

Alpha
value

Best parameters Best least
squares errorskGX kXG G(0) G′(0) G′′(0)

3.0 3.876e–07 6.815e–08 7.266 –1.2e–02 4.747e–05 2,276.185
2.9 8.994e–07 8.56e–08 9.413 –9.888e–03 2.722e–05 2,240.9
2.75 3.072e–07 4.275e–07 6.953 –2.59e–03 –1.215e–05 2,165.3
2.5 2.603e–05 2.594e–06 4.642 1.79e–02 –2.081e–04 1,925.3
2.25 5.711e–04 3.553e–05 2.293 4.187e–02 –1.488e–03 1,321.7
2.2 8.124e–04 4.571e–05 2.743 3.315e–02 –1.669e–03 1,291.4
2.1 1.926e–03 7.672e–05 4.392 1.025e–02 –2.536e–03 1,500.8
2.05 3.186e–03 4.626e–05 2.32 6.458e–02 –3.99e–03 1,557.7
2.0 1.015e–03 1.183e–04 8.588 –4.074e–02 - 2,473.8
1.9 3.814e–04 4.427e–05 9.525 –2.33e–02 - 2,565.4

Table 5 Best least squares fits for fractional alpha model for subject 5 CGM data

Alpha
value

Best parameters Best least
squares errorskGX kXG G(0) G′(0) G′′(0)

3.0 2.835e–06 2.338e–07 6.182 –9.943e–03 9.18e–05 107.32
2.9 4.168e–06 6.241e–07 12.084 –1.487e–02 1.14e–04 105.67
2.75 9.743e–06 1.449e–06 8.353 –1.024e–02 9.017e–05 102.85
2.5 3.416e–05 5.393e–06 8.347 –9.418e–03 1.172e–04 97.368
2.25 1.001e–04 1.925e–05 8.346 –7.369e–03 1.89e–04 94.368
2.1 8.051e–05 4.069e–05 8.352 –4.978e–03 3.978e–04 100.84
2.05 1.001e–08 1e–08 7.583 –3.782e–04 –1.48e–06 138.99
2.0 1.082e–08 2.251e–07 7.581 –3.444e–04 - 139.25
1.9 1.002e–08 4.465e–07 7.582 –2.769e–04 - 139.54

Table 6 Best least squares fits for fractional alpha model for subject 6 CGM data

Alpha
value

Best parameters Best least
squares errorskGX kXG G(0) G′(0) G′′(0)

3.0 1.283e–07 1e–08 7.636 6.562e–03 –2.982e–05 611.49
2.9 1.843e–07 1e–08 7.57 7.45e–03 –3.537e–05 607.81
2.75 4.125e–07 1e–08 7.48 8.675e–03 –4.487e–05 603.74
2.5 2.61e–06 1e–08 7.341 1.08e–02 –7.036e–05 598.39
2.25 8.529e–05 1.36e–05 8.333 –4.336e–03 1.149e–04 563.28
2.1 1.214e–04 2.596e–05 7.811 –2.129e–04 1.611e–04 544.15
2.05 9.794e–05 3.173e–05 7.576 2.099e–03 2.101e–04 541.33
2.0 7.032e–03 8.868e–04 8.808 –2.176e–02 - 540.83
1.9 4.742e–04 6.178e–05 7.066 8.41e–03 - 545.73

4 Discussion
The first-order deterministic and Brownian motion models do not fit the CGM data. Al-
though the deterministic higher-order integer and fractional-order models give much bet-
ter fits to the observed data than the first-order models, they also do not give satisfactory
fits. One reason is that the deterministic solutions give medium-term averages for the data
and cannot match the short-term spikes and falls in the measured data.

For physiologic plausibility, the rate of movement of glucose from the blood into the
environment should be in the range . to . min–. In the deterministic models, the
parameter kXG is associated with movement from the blood into the environment. As an
approximation, time scales for the fractional-order equations suggest that the conversion
from the model variable t to real time can be modeled by using (kXG)/α as a rate of move-
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Figure 4 Plot of best fits for subjects 1 and 2.

Figure 5 Plot of best fits for subjects 3 and 4.

ment of glucose from the blood giving values in the range . to . min– which
appear reasonable.

In order to model effects such as eating a meal or physical activity, which can occur
at random times, we will introduce stochastic terms into the model. From preliminary
calculations with first-order and fractional-order stochastic fits, we find that if a Wiener
(Brownian motion) term is used for the stochastic term, then the KDE approximation
method gives variances σG that are very small and fits that are close to the deterministic
model fits.

If, after further investigation, we find that Wiener processes are not satisfactory, we
might consider Lévy jump processes (see, e.g., []) because these processes are designed
to model larger external shocks than Wiener processes. The model we have considered in
this paper does not include deterministic changes in glucose levels resulting from eating
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Figure 6 Plot of best fits for subjects 5 and 6.

a meal or exercise or from a large injection of insulin. Inclusion of these changes should
greatly improve future models.
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